
Photo of you with a MCCF Sign

Photo of you with some Moura Artwork

Photo of you sliding down a slippery slide in Moura

Photo of you with an outdoor clock

Photo of you with a sign that has Moura in it 
(different to MCCF Sign)

Photo of you outside a shop in Moura

Photo of you with a rock that has a hole in it

Photo of you with a Moura Historical Sign

Checklist
Photography Scavenger Hunt

Junior

Entry closes  5pm, Sunday 13th August.
All entries must be uploaded to an adults Facebook page and made public so

that we may share them in our promoting of the 2023 MCCF.
Entries must be accompanied with the hashtags

#mccf2023 #mccf2023photoscavengerhunt 
Extra points (an extra entry into the draw) will be given for creativity (ie dressing up, cool photos, cool

locations).
Entrants will be given an entrant number and if satisfy all the entry criteria will be randomly selected.

Entry form with entry money to be handed to the Moura Newsagency by Sunday 14th August.
By completing the entry form, paying entry fee and posting photos on Facebook you are agreeing 

to the MCCF using your photos for promoting the MCCF.    

Entry Form
Photography Scavenger Hunt

Senior

Name:
Contact Ph:
Email:

 I have uploaded all 8 photos to Facebook, tagged them using                                
 #mccf2023, #mccf2023photoscavengerhunt

I have made the photos public and give permission for the photos to be shared
by the MCCF for promotion of the 2023 MCCF. 

I have read and agree with the terms of contest as outlined below.

Entry closes 5pm, Sunday 6th August.  Senior Entry - 12yrs and over
All entries must be uploaded to an adults Facebook page between Monday 7th August and Sunday

13th August and made public so that we may share them in our promoting of the 2023 MCCF.
Entries must be accompanied with the hashtags #mccf2023 #mccf2023photoscavengerhunt 

Extra points (an extra entry into the draw) will be given for creativity (ie dressing up, cool photos, 
cool locations). 

Please also email/entry photos to mccfphotographycomp@gmail.com by Sunday 6th August.
Entrants will be given an entrant number and if satisfy all the entry criteria will be randomly selected.

Entry form with entry money to be handed to the Moura Newsagency by Sunday 6th August.
By completing the entry form, paying entry fee and posting photos on Facebook you are agreeing 

to the MCCF using your photos for promoting the MCCF. 

I have enclosed $10 entry fee with this form.  

Facebook Name: 

Signature



Photo of you with a MCCF Sign

Photo of you with some Moura Artwork

Photo of you sliding down a slippery slide in Moura

Photo of you with an outdoor clock

Photo of you with a sign that has Moura in it 
(different to MCCF Sign)

Photo of you outside a shop in Moura

Photo of you with a rock that has a hole in it

Photo of you with a Moura Historical Sign

Checklist
Photography Scavenger Hunt

Junior

Entry closes  5pm, Sunday 13th August.
All entries must be uploaded to an adults Facebook page and made public so

that we may share them in our promoting of the 2023 MCCF.
Entries must be accompanied with the hashtags

#mccf2023 #mccf2023photoscavengerhunt 
Extra points (an extra entry into the draw) will be given for creativity (ie dressing up, cool photos, cool

locations).
Entrants will be given an entrant number and if satisfy all the entry criteria will be randomly selected.

Entry form with entry money to be handed to the Moura Newsagency by Sunday 14th August.
By completing the entry form, paying entry fee and posting photos on Facebook you are agreeing 

to the MCCF using your photos for promoting the MCCF.    

Photo of you with a MCCF Sign

Photo of you with some Moura Artwork

Photo of you sliding down a slippery slide in Moura

Photo of you with object in photo 1 (in full)

Photo of you with a sign that has Moura in it 
(different to MCCF Sign)

Checklist
Photography Scavenger Hunt

Senior

Entry closes 5pm, Sunday 6th August.  Senior Entry - 12yrs and over
All entries must be uploaded to your Facebook page between Monday 7th August and Sunday 13th

August and made public so that we may share them  in our promoting of the 2023 MCCF and that we 
can ensure that you have met entry requirements.Please also email entry photos to

mccfphotographycomp@gmail.com by Sunday 6th August.
Entries must be accompanied with the hashtags #mccf2023 #mccf2023photoscavengerhunt 

If multiple entrants submit the correct 4 photos (in full) entrants will be given an entrant number and if 
satisfy all the entry criteria, a winner will be randomly selected.

Entry form with entry money to be handed to the Moura Newsagent by Sunday 6th August.
By completing the entry form, paying entry fee and posting photos on Facebook you are agreeing 

to the MCCF using your photos for promoting the MCCF.    

Photo of you with object in photo 2 (in full)

Photo of you with object in photo 3 (in full)

Photo of you with object in photo 4 (in full)



Photo of you with a MCCF Sign

Photo of you with some Moura Artwork

Photo of you sliding down a slippery slide in Moura

Photo of you with an outdoor clock

Photo of you with a sign that has Moura in it 
(different to MCCF Sign)

Photo of you outside a shop in Moura

Photo of you with a rock that has a hole in it

Photo of you with a Moura Historical Sign

Checklist
Photography Scavenger Hunt

Junior

Entry closes  5pm, Sunday 13th August.
All entries must be uploaded to an adults Facebook page and made public so

that we may share them in our promoting of the 2023 MCCF.
Entries must be accompanied with the hashtags

#mccf2023 #mccf2023photoscavengerhunt 
Extra points (an extra entry into the draw) will be given for creativity (ie dressing up, cool photos, cool

locations).
Entrants will be given an entrant number and if satisfy all the entry criteria will be randomly selected.

Entry form with entry money to be handed to the Moura Newsagency by Sunday 14th August.
By completing the entry form, paying entry fee and posting photos on Facebook you are agreeing 

to the MCCF using your photos for promoting the MCCF.    

Mystery Photos
Photography Scavenger Hunt

Senior

Entry closes 5pm, Sunday 6th August.  Senior Entry - 12yrs and over
All entries must be uploaded to your Facebook page between Monday 7th August and Sunday 13th

August and made public so that we may share them  in our promoting of the 2023 MCCF and that we 
can ensure that you have met entry requirements. Please also email entry photos to

mccfphotographycomp@gmail.com by Sunday 6th August.
Entries must be accompanied with the hashtags #mccf2023 #mccf2023photoscavengerhunt 

If multiple entrants submit the correct 4 photos (in full) entrants will be given an entrant number and if 
satisfy all the entry criteria, a winner will be randomly selected.

Entry form with entry money to be handed to the Moura Newsagent by Sunday 6th August.
By completing the entry form, paying entry fee and posting photos on Facebook you are agreeing 

to the MCCF using your photos for promoting the MCCF.    

Mystery Photo 1 Mystery Photo 2

Mystery Photo 3 Mystery Photo 4


